the primary mechanism for respectable Protestant politics, a fact that helps to explain the Order's relative weakness in modern Scotland. As Elaine McFarland explains:
By the early s Orangeism in Scotland had gained a high public profile, but largely in terms of a "party" or fighting society and certainly not as a credible organisational mechanism for propagating militant Protestantism. For, despite apparently favourable developments in the socioeconomic structures and ideological climate of Scotland, the Institution did not attract significant bourgeois or gentry support or even mobilise effectively the anti-Irish sentiments of the Scottish working class. Behind this lay a further failure to anchor itself in the specifically Scottish tradition of anti-Catholicism and appear anything other than a misgrowth and "unwelcome import."³ Of course, Orangeism's failure to develop a more respectable reputation does not mean that it did not make a significant impact on Scottish society. Much of the Order's growth was directly tied to the rise of Irish Home Rule politics in the s and s. The growth of Scottish Orangeism was not simply a reflection of the rising prominence of this constitutional issue in Ireland and in Britain generally. As always, local political struggles are key to understanding the Order's late nineteenth century growth in Scotland. For this era saw a forceful increase in Irish (mainly Catholic) political activity in the west of Scotland, triggering an Orange response. By the late nineteenth century, it was common to have thirty thousand people at the Order's larger Scottish demonstrations. As the institution entered the new century, official membership stood at around twenty-five thousand-with eight thousand of these in Glasgow. Even though official institutional relations with the main Protestant churches in Scotland remained weak, an official Church of Scotland Report in  stated that there was no "complaint of the presence of an Orange population in Scotland."⁴ This statement (in reality more of a reference to Ulster Scots Protestants than specifically to the institution) also indicates an attitude toward the institution that has characterized many Protestants in Scotland. Since the early days, Orange marches were strongly associated with petty violence and drunkenness. Given the strength of this belief and the predictability and repetitiveness of such performances, marches tended to generate a great deal of bad press. For many Scots, the Order was perceived negatively as an institution bound up with "Irish issues and quarrels." Many Protestants thus greeted the Order with suspicion and hostility because they regarded Protestant respectability as important. Although the  Church of Scotland Report empathizes with the institution, there always remained scope for it to distance itself from less respectable aspects of lodge activity. Today there are few links between the Church of Scotland and the Orange Institution, although most Orangemen claim to be informal members of the Church ( percent Church of Scotland, and  percent other Protestant churches).
Although anti-Catholicism underpinned every aspect of the institution's identity, it was embedded in a political identity that also stressed "Unionism, Crown and Constitution." In cultural terms, Orangemen still view themselves as defenders of British identity. For many, Scottish Orangeism's confrontational nature and its ability to consistently attract large crowds to demonstrations have become its trademark in Scottish society today. Orange ideology revolves around a matrix of strident "No Surrender" Scottish Protestantism, Northern Ireland Unionism, and a particularly Scottish manifestation of Britishness.
In celebrating the Battle of the Boyne and taking the name "Orange" we recognise with thanksgiving to Almighty God, the services rendered to this nation's people by the Prince of Orange in answering this country's call in a time of great need. . . . The people being predominantly Protes-tant, secured a Constitutional Monarchy which would recognise the right of its subjects, and the authority of Parliament ensured that the throne, by law, would never again be occupied by a Roman Catholic. It is this first principle of our Constitution that Orangemen and women wholeheartedly support. . . . Our twin pillars are the Protestant faith and loyalty to our Queen and country . . . [and members] must be both Christian and Patriotic.⁵
Organization and Numbers
In the early nineteenth century the institution only had a few hundred members. By the turn of the century it claimed approximately twentyfive thousand members and was one of the largest socio-political groupings within Scotland. Today, the Loyal Orange Institution of Scotland is made up of four Orange-defined county areas: Ayrshire, Glasgow, Central Scotland and the East of Scotland. These counties are, in turn, divided into sixty-two districts, the vast majority of which are located in Glasgow, Lanarkshire, and Ayrshire. A district is a collection of lodges in a specific geographical area. The size of a district and the size of the lodges can vary. Within a district there exist men's, women's, and juvenile lodges. There are approximately one thousand lodges throughout the country, and their members constitute the Loyal Orange Institution of Scotland. In addition to the Orange membership, other Protestants participate in the traditional bands that contribute color and sound to Orange demonstrations. Only half of the young men and women who partake in this aspect of Orangeism are members of lodges; the rest identify themselves with the movement via this involvement. Some bands can be distinguished by their musical artistry while others, sometimes described as "blood and thunder bands," are often characterized by their aggression and occasional overt support for loyalist paramilitaries.
Orangeism also encapsulates membership in the Imperial Black Chapter of the British Commonwealth and the Royal Black Perceptory. This part of the movement is more secret than the main, or more popular, body and it places greater emphasis on ceremony and ritual. Its members tend to look at themselves as a more respectable arm of the organization. The status of Orangemen and members of the Royal Black Perceptory (forthwith also referred to as Orangemen) is marked in relation to a system of degrees. Color is the most notable symbol of a person's standing within the Order, and essentially a higher color is achieved via a ritual involving a degree of knowledge and elaborate interpretation of the scriptures. In theory, Orangeism adheres to the principles of the Protestant Reformation, while it also views itself as being above the differences that have characterized Protestant churches in Scotland.
There is also the smaller Independent Orange Order, often viewed as a more militant arm of Orangeism. By the s it had developed a structure and organization in Scotland based upon its parent body in Northern Ireland. The most prominent member of the independent order is the Northern Ireland and Euro MP, the Rev. Ian Paisley.
To the population at large, the Orange Order's most noteworthy features are its frequent parades and demonstrations. Orange processions play a prominent role in Scottish public life. There are approximately fifteen hundred parades in Strathclyde each year, and about half that number in West Lothian and the Central region. While the Order, as well as the media and the police, provides estimates of the size of these demonstrations, a variety of factors make it difficult to assess exact levels of participation. Part of this is due to the nature of the "walks" themselves, for both members and non-members play widely varying roles in putting on celebrations like the Twelfth of July.
Many Orange demonstrators will begin their day by marching around their own locality. These demonstrators will include Orange supporters who are not formal members. Orange marchers will often proceed from a central meeting place to their local lodge hall or a bus pick-up point. Full regalia will be worn by the marchers and frequently a lodge will be headed by an Orange band that has been hired for the day's events. These bands include both sexes and all age groups, but are typically composed of young men in the sixteen to thirty age group (the institution itself includes both sexes and all age groups).
Demonstrators will march or be bussed to a meeting point, where the institution begins to congregate for the major "walk" of the day to a hired ground or park. Here the Orange hierarchy will make political speeches, say prayers (often with political content) and propose reso-lutions. It is quite normal for a sitting unionist member of Parliament from Northern Ireland, who himself will more than likely be a member of the Northern Irish side of the Order, to be invited to Scotland to make the appropriate speeches. Unionist MPs such as John Taylor, the Rev. Robert McCrea, and the Rev. Martin Smyth have been frequent visitors since the s.
The main Boyne demonstrations in Scotland take place on the Saturday prior to the Twelfth of July celebrations in Northern Ireland. Approximately eight to ten thousand demonstrators walk in Glasgow with the same amount of followers and active onlookers. The numbers marching in Glasgow therefore are usually about twenty thousand strong. The County Grand Lodge of Central Scotland typically holds its demonstration on the same day in Lanarkshire. The numbers attending are as large as those in Glasgow. At the same time, around five thousand marchers and five thousand supporters are usually on parade in Ayrshire.
These figures suggest that around fifty thousand people actively celebrate the annual Boyne commemorations in Central and West Scotland. However, this does not accurately reflect the number of participants who share in an Orange identity. Many bands and lodges will depart from and return to crowds of well wishers and celebrants whose involvement in the day's celebrations is limited to contributing numerically to these and other stages of the occasion. Often a village, a housing development, or a part of a town will have its own symbolic focal point where people will congregate to enjoy a short period of the spectacle and where a degree of solidarity is expressed with the main marchers. Many of these people will join the marchers on their return in the social atmosphere of an Orange social club. For these reasons the figure of fifty thousand Orange Lodge members and ardent followers can reasonably be doubled if we count those who make a minimal, though significant, contribution to the day's events. All this suggests that the frequently self-quoted "formal" Orange Lodge membership figures of eighty-thousand includes active and passive supporters. Even if this figure intentionally inflates the formal membership, such sympathizers clearly share important aspects of Orange identity.
Despite the Order's relative weakness in Scotland, the Twelfth of July celebration is consistently the largest public demonstration of the year. By way of comparison,  and  witnessed the anti-Poll Tax demonstrations in Scotland, a highly contentious political issue that affected millions of families and individuals and provided a key talking point across class lines. Various demonstrations that year attracted thousands of marchers. However, the largest demonstration in mid- attracted thirty thousand marchers, roughly the same number as the combined strength of the annual Orange demonstrations in Glasgow and Ayrshire. Although popular Orangeism is steeped in a "walk" culture, a fact that contributes to the popularity of its annual occasion, it remains one of the greatest public manifestations of cultural, religious, and political demonstration in modern Scotland.
The institution's greatest strength is its capacity to provide a key focus of identity through its strong social organization. The numbers involved in membership, parades and Orange social clubs bear testament to the importance of this social component. The Orange Order acts as a social center for working-class Scottish Protestants in much of the west-central belt. A number of lodges collectively own social clubs that provide an Orange environment for drinking and other activities. In an area no more than fifty kilometers wide, there are around thirty of these clubs in which not only Orange members but also people who have sympathy for or feel comfortable in such surroundings spend much of their free time. The Bellshill Club in Lanarkshire, for example, has a membership of six hundred people. However, this number clearly underestimates the club's influence, for it is regularly visited by many others who, while not formal members, are associated with both the attitudes that the Orange Institution represents and its broader social network and culture. Numerous other such clubs exist, for example, in Airdrie, New Stevenston, Motherwell and Wishaw, all within a few kilometers of the Bellshill club. All of these clubs have a significantly enthusiastic membership. The Orange Order's capacity to be a focus of social activity is clearly one of the reasons it remains central to contemporary Scottish society. The development of a network of social clubs has helped the institution maintain a role and influence in the lives of many thousands of people attracted to Orange identity.
Orange Identity
Given the importance the Orange Order in Scotland has continually accorded to its Irish concerns, it is not surprising to find Scottish Orange members almost unanimous in their belief that Northern Ireland should remain within the United Kingdom. This principle remains at the core of Scottish Orangeism's unionist identity. On the issue of British troop withdrawal,  percent state they would oppose a troop withdrawal from Northern Ireland. The results confirm that the national and political condition of Northern Ireland remains a central aspect of Orange Protestant identity in Scottish society. Any move perceived as threatening the integrity of the Northern Ireland state, and as a consequence the position of the Protestant-unionist population, is firmly rejected by Scottish Orangemen. The importance of this issue to Orangemen is further underlined by the knowledge that  percent of Church of Scotland Protestants concur (although also the most popular expression among Church of Scotland attenders, it is a significantly lower than for Orangemen), while only one quarter of Church of Scotland attenders are opposed to a British troop withdrawal.
Taking a cue from their Northern Irish brethren, Orangemen in Scotland protested against the signing of the Anglo-Irish Agreement by forming a political movement to stand in some constituencies in the  General Election. However, Northern Ireland's continuing weakness as an "election issue" in Britain proved to be an insurmountable barrier for this grouping. This strategy was fraught with further risk since the majority of Scottish Orangemen live in industrial districts with high concentrations of Catholic voters that tend toward Labour at the best of times. The new organization's weak political leadership, a perfunctory pre-election performance, an underlying general fear of the violence in Northern Ireland spreading to Scotland, and a well established lack of credibility with the press (as well as with many in the wider community) meant that despite Orangeism's popular appeal, this initiative had little real political impact.⁶ Orange leaders in Scotland did nevertheless advise Orange voters to turn away from the Conservative Party in the election to protest the agreement. It is difficult to measure the impact this call had on the  election. While the Conservatives won their third consecutive term that year, their party's electoral support continued to fall. Of course, Margaret Thatcher was popularly seen in Scotland as being unconcerned with the economic "plight" of the Scottish people during much of her premiership (indeed, she was popularly perceived as having added to it!), and this was clearly a major factor affecting the fall in her party's Scottish support. However, a reduction in the workingclass "Orange vote" for the Conservatives may have made a marginal impact in some constituencies. Four years later Mrs. Thatcher conceded that she believed this to be true: "The Anglo-Irish Agreement had alienated some pro-Ulster supporters in crucial constituencies."⁷ This impression had almost certainly been observed during pre-election campaigning. Many, if not most, of these "pro-Ulster" or unionist supporters would almost certainly have been members and supporters of the Orange Institution in Scotland.
In his study of inter-war Scottish Orangeism, Graham Walker notes the links between the Conservative Party and the Orange Order in Scotland during the s and s, thus emphasizing the working class nature of much of the Conservative support in the west-central belt.⁸ Although confined mainly to the formal membership of the institution, the survey evidence presented here takes Walker's assessment a step further. Affinity between the Conservative Party and the Orange Order (in the present day, more accurately originating with the Orange Order and moving itself toward the Conservative Party) may seem contrary to the largely working-class make-up of Orange membership and identifiers. My survey shows that almost three-quarters of Orangemen are in skilled manual or semi or unskilled manual employment (Table ) , while slightly more indicate their father as having a similar kind of job for most of his life. Orange Lodge members indicated a strong degree of support for the Conservative Party (Table ) . These statistics are substantially above both the Scottish and British ones for Conservative support. Furthermore, they can also be viewed as a partial rejection of the Scottish Nationalist Party, whose goal of an independent Scotland conflicts with both the Britishness and unionism at the heart of Orange identity. Although it is undoubtedly the case that a Protestant identity is an important component in the matrix of factors involved in being a Conservative supporter in Scotland, again the Orange figure is much higher than that for Church of Scotland attenders included in the survey. One of the many things the Tories fail to appreciate is that thousands of Scottish Orangemen and women vote Conservative, not because of any political or economic policy, but because they see that as representing the sovereignty of the Queen and the unity of the United Kingdom.⁹ It is more difficult to determine the wider Orange movement's ties to the Conservative Party and its degree of alienation from Labour, although the above material certainly provides a partial indicator of these sentiments. Dislike for Labour Party beliefs and actions exists at both national and local levels. For example, some Labour MPs' support for Catholic schools within the state system and "unorthodox" political views on Northern Ireland (i.e., they support Irish "reunification" and "Troops Out") are constantly condemned in official Orange literature in Scotland.
Despite vitriolic criticism of Labour on the part of both the Orange establishment and the rank and file, many proletarian elements of the movement often recognize Labour as being best suited to their economic circumstances and support the party, disregarding the cultural and religious factors normally viewed as vital.¹⁰ Nonetheless, the precariousness of this attachment was exemplified in the mid- byelection in Monklands East, which took place against a backdrop of local Protestant accusations that local Catholic Labour politicians had favored "Catholic" Coatbridge over "Protestant" Airdrie. Amid local tensions, the town of Airdrie, which has a strong Orange presence, saw a majority of its Protestant voters support the SNP while others voted Conservative (this also showed that Orangemen are capable of voting SNP if that is the party which has the best chance of marginalizing a Catholic-tainted Labour Party).
Notwithstanding some Orange support for Labour, it is at a Scottish level that Orange vitriol and distaste is generally reserved for the Party. Certainly the religious cleavage is a key feature of "local party politics" in parts of Scotland. But it is more than that, for criticism and derision of Labour becomes conspicuous within an ethno-religious frame of reference. Again, this was evidenced most clearly in the  Monklands East election. The following piece from The Orange Torch, Scot-tish Orangeism's official monthly magazine, is quoted at length to give an indication of some of the thinking behind such criticism:
Study the [Irish-Catholic] names of some of the "Labour" candidates elected. . . . What do Glasgow's Protestant clergymen think of this situation? What do the genuine patriots, in the SNP's rank-and-file, think about it? There are thousands of men and women of distinction in Glasgow, in medicine, financial expertise, commerce, industrial management, technology, etc., etc., not forgetting the teaching staffs at the universities, and how do they relish the thought of their city-the birthplace too of so many famous Scots-being run by a bunch of Roman Catholics of immigrant Eirish stock (that's "nationalism" not "racialism") hardly outstanding for their talents, culture, or general education? Some Glasgow Roman Catholics may claim to be "lapsed" Roman Catholics (who never criticise their Church), but they are never "lapsed" Eirishmen! There isn't a Scoto-Eirishman in Scotland, a Lally, a Murphy, or a Gaffney, who is not Eirish under his skin. Scratch them and their Eirish bit comes out. That is why their priests are so committed to segregated schooling. To teach them "history" with a Roman Catholic and Eirish slant. To pump into them whatever politics suits at the time and place. The children leave the Roman Catholic schools in this country semi-prepared or conditioned to vote Labour. Just as something new, Cromwell's "Model Army", had to be brought into being to beat Charles I's army, something new-a new instrument, a new method or technique, must be created to overcome Catholic action in Scotland, and the place to start is in Glasgow, and in the municipal struggle in Glasgow.¹¹ The framework of identity that derives from an emphasis upon these historical and contemporary foci helps to construct both a core of contempt and a background for making anti-Catholicism an "everyday" issue. An absolute line is drawn between the identity of the native Scot and that of the immigrant Catholic Irish or "Eirish." The political intention clearly is to portray the Labour Party as dominated by Catholics-with origins in the Republic of Ireland. As such, this view sees Protestants wasting their vote on the Labour Party at the expense of fellow Protestants in the Conservative Party. A dominant view within Scottish Orangeism is that it is a Protestant's patriotic duty to vote for the party that best guarantees the national identity. Such a wasted vote also allows the immigrants to make their way in Scottish society. Despite Orange polemics, between  and , "only  per cent of [Glasgow's] councillors were Catholics, with no tendency for the number to increase towards the end of the period."¹² However, by the late s half of Glasgow's councilors described their religion as Catholic, a number approximately  percent above the city's proportion of Catholics and therefore well calculated to draw vitriolic abuse from the Orangemen. As far as Orangemen were concerned this was compounded by the fact that until  the previous nine of Glasgow's Lord Provosts were also Catholics (elected by the council).
There is no apparent evidence that the city's Catholic population received favorable treatment. Indeed, the council hosted a civic reception for the Orange Order to commemorate their tercentenary celebrations of the Boyne victory (as did other councils-Motherwell and Monklands, for example). This seems to suggest that many councilors were apprehensive about being seen as having a Catholic "label." The view that Labour is a Catholic-dominated party also can be seen in Orange rhetoric about the field of employment: again an area that gains the institution's vigilance: west central Scottish life.¹⁴ To an extent this is again evident in the survey answers. When asked the question whether the respondent socialized in a pub that had either a Protestant or a Catholic label, Orangemen were by far the most likely to be found in a pub with a Protestant label. In fact, it might be concluded that Scottish Orangeism continues to be a movement that inspires and reinforces social as well as political polarization. Another significant element in the Orange fabric is a strong identification with traditional "defenders of the faith." Of course, support for the queen and the royal family is a powerful indicator of a broader unionist identity. But the defense of the Protestant monarchy and the constitution traditionally have been important overarching principles for the Orange Order. For Orangemen, the royal family symbolizes the Protestantism that was instituted with the rule of King William during the "Glorious Revolution." It is contemporary evidence of the victory over historic Catholic enemies and an everlasting representation of Protestant hegemony in Britain. Not surprisingly, therefore, we find an almost complete feeling among the members of the institution that the royal family is very important. Such a view is largely shared by Church of Scotland attenders ( percent) as well as by football fans ( percent) surveyed (excluding Celtic football fans). This data indicates the extent to which the royal family remains a popular Protestant and national, even patriotic, symbol in Scotland and Britain generally.
Respondents were also surveyed about the constitutional question over the future of Scotland. As numerous scholars have noted, sports can clearly play important roles in the expression of cultural and political ideologies. Hoberman states that, "sport has no intrinsic value structure, but it is a ready and flexible vehicle through which ideological associations can be reinforced."¹⁷ Similarly, Hobsbawm believes that "the identity of a nation of millions, seems more real as a team of eleven named people."¹⁸ Regarding Scotland, Blain and Boyle argue that, "the complex nature of collective identity formations associated with Scottish sport parallels the complexity of Scotland as a political [and cultural] entity."¹⁹ All of these authors demonstrate the importance of the visual and textual discourses provided by sport, as well as how sporting mediums acquire their meaningfulness.
Since the early twentieth century, Glasgow Rangers has been viewed as the most powerful and successful club within Scotland. Indeed, because of its Protestant history and identity and its frequent dominant periods in Scottish football, Rangers can be viewed as the team of the establishment. The club has also been perceived as a bastion of Scottish Protestantism due to, among other things, the notable unionist popular identity that formed part of its early character and its historical refusal to sign players of the Roman Catholic faith. Although this "policy" changed in , Rangers and their supporters retain the label of being a club of and for Protestants.²⁰ For many Rangers supporters, the chant that "we are the people," is both an indication of the dominance that the club has periodically enjoyed as well as other cultural aspects that surround it.
Glasgow Rangers fan culture is characterized by many sentiments associated with Orangeism in Scotland. This is particularly evident in a common repertoire of songs, tunes, and emblems shared by both Orange supporters and Rangers fans. Among these are songs and tunes like "The Sash my Father wore" and "Derry's Walls," as well as a common panoply of symbols that relate to the monarchy, Northern Ireland loyalism, and the union flag. During the - season, the club adopted an Orange colored change outfit. This choice was much maligned in the Scottish press. However, as the choice of supporters at the beginning of the season and as one of the best selling outfits in the club's history, the Orange kit clearly demonstrated a significant resonance for many Glasgow Rangers supporters.
In recent decades, the Orange Institution has frequently conducted its annual religious service at Ibrox Stadium, the home of Glasgow Rangers. This occasion often attracts crowds of around fifteen thousand.²¹ Although former Grand Secretary David Bryce believes that "all Orangemen are not Rangers supporters and all Rangers supporters are not Orangemen," the evidence provided by so many Rangers outfits at Orange demonstrations in both Scotland and Northern Ireland clearly shows close cultural links and associations.²² Orange respondents to the  survey also indicated that the vast majority supported Glasgow Rangers, although some other Scottish football clubs also enjoyed minimal Orange support.
The identities reflected in Glasgow Rangers history and fan culture have been explored by several writers. Graham Walker states that in Scotland and beyond, the club has "stood for a powerful current of popular Protestantism." Furthermore, Rangers has often been seen to encapsulate a "celebration of Scottishness that was underpinned by a strong unionism or loyalism."²³ In the past, Glasgow Rangers historians Ferrier and McElroy have claimed that Rangers is the "flag carrier of what the majority of Scots would consider to be national virtuesProtestant, Monarchist tradition and Unionist."²⁴ Esplin identifies the two most popular supporter fanzines of recent decades. He states that the editor of "The Number One" fanzine believes that "the overall thrust of the views in the "fanzine" would head in the direction of loyalist/unionist." The best selling and longest running Rangers fanzine, "Follow Follow," is reported to have a clear right-wing agenda con-taining frequent statements of support for the unionist cause.²⁵ The fanzine itself claims Rangers as, "a symbol of unionism and Protestantism."²⁶ Finally, well-known Scottish public figures, Rangers majority shareholder David Murray and former vice-chair Donald Findlay's support for the Conservatives and the union is well known.²⁷ Although all Rangers supporters cannot be viewed to be Conservative Party supporters, the connections between Protestantism, Scottishness, Britishness, Northern Ireland politics, the monarchy as well as anti-Catholic and anti-Irish attitudes, can be seen to have varyingly characterized the core identities and projected attitudes of the club since its founding in the s. However, as Scotland has moved toward being a more secular society, particularly since the s, a realignment of these connections has partly taken place in Scottish society.²⁸ As Protestantism has become less of a defining feature of Scottishness, church attendance has declined and Scottishness has acquired a primacy over Britishness in cultural and political terms; Britishness and "Protestant" unionism have also declined in significance.²⁹ Nevertheless, Curtice and Seawright are right to stress the notion that unionism and political conservatism remain strong among those who esteem their Protestantism either in a religious or cultural sense (or both).³⁰ This is partly demonstrated in the figures reported here.
Although the  survey noted the fall in Conservative Party support in Scotland since the s, support for "the" party of the union remained high among those who esteemed their Protestant identity by recognizing its role in the formation of their cultural and political ideals and identities. For example, Glasgow Rangers supporters contained the highest percentage of football adherents surveyed who opposed a British troop withdrawal from Northern Ireland ( percent), wished Northern Ireland to remain in the Union ( percent) and supported the British Conservative Party ( percent). Although Rangers supporters indicated a similar figure for Labour support, their adherence to the Conservatives was the highest among all fans surveyed at a time of low electoral success for the party in Scotland-conversely, also a high point of support for Labour. In addition, outside the largely Catholic, Irish, and Labour-minded Celtic Football Club supporters, Rangers fans' support for the Scottish National Party was the lowest of all clubs. These figures are indicative of Rangers fans' affinity with unionist ideals as well as the Orange Institution with which they share a significant range of symbols, songs, and discourses.³¹
The  survey was repeated on a smaller scale in -. Rangers supporters' unionist identities can again be seen as evidence of the connections between unionism and Scottish Orangeism. Although only  percent of supporters of the top fifteen clubs in Scotland surveyed supported the Conservative Party, this contrasts with over  percent who identified themselves as Conservative supporters from among the Rangers fanbase. In addition, Rangers supporters were again highest in their interpretation of a solution to the Northern Ireland conflict, a large majority ( percent) believing that Northern Ireland should remain a part of the United Kingdom.³²
The continuing connections and links between Rangers supporters and Orangeism in Scotland and Northern Ireland demonstrate some of the sources and locations for unionism. They also reflect the strength and populist nature of cultural as well as political unionism in Scotland.
Orangeism in Scotland: A Perspective
Given its geographical, social and political limitations, Orange identity remains a strong cultural, religious, and patriotic facet of Scottish society. McCall and Simmons note that "cultures are, not all that simple or homogeneous . . . the best conceptual models of cultures can only state correctly the central tendencies of ranges of variation."³³ Despite undoubted internal differentiation and sub-cultural divergences among the larger Orange community, there is little doubt that a "centrality" of common identity exists within Scottish Orangeism.
Even with significant Scottish religious origins, Scottish Orangeism is popularly perceived as being bound up with Irish issues (though they are consequently also British issues). In large part, this explains its failure to put down strong roots in the northern and eastern parts of the country, areas that have long had their own anti-Catholic traditions (areas that also experienced relatively little Irish Catholic and Ulster Scots Protestant migration).
Nonetheless, a substantial number of Scots have also adopted Orangeism as their own (which seems quite natural when one considers that as most early Protestant migrants from Ulster came to Ireland from Scotland, historically, Scottishness is an inherent aspect of Orangeism).³⁴ As Irish Catholic immigration developed in the westcentral belt in the nineteenth century, so too did Orangeism, an ideology and an identity seemingly more relevant as Protestant proximity to Catholics grew. The Orange Order provided an institutional setting for the expression of anti-Catholicism within the most heavily populated area of Scotland. Orangeism has grown in Scotland in two related ways. It grew where Ulster Protestant migrants settled and, in a related sense, as a Scottish reaction (though clearly not the sole one) to Catholic immigration from Ireland.
The following answers, all taken from a Scottish Television documentary as well as from personal interviews, reflect the essential roles anti-Catholic sentiments play within Scottish Orangeism. Similar answers are frequently restated whenever Orange members and supporters voice their opinions and attitudes in television and radio.
() The Orange Walk is the mass anniversary of what we can do against Catholics.
() We're anti-Catholic, and that's it. We don't like them. () Separate schools are all wrong, they lead to bigotry. As well as that, there should be more of the Protestant religion in our schools.
() There is no democracy and fairness here anymore. Power is important in all this, and Catholics have it out of all proportion to their numbers in Scotland.³⁵ These answers are quite specific to Scotland. Although it remains vital to Orange identity, none of these interviewees mentioned Northern Ireland. To the rank and file Orangeman it is the everyday and experienced perceptions in Scotland that count most. A perception of British Protestant history is particularly relevant for Orangemen, providing a specific prism through which they view the present. Nonetheless, and sometimes contrary to much disparaging commentary, Scottish Orangeism remains focused on the present. Despite its territorial limitation to the west-central belt, Orangeism is a popular feature of Scottish life. The figures involved with the organization bear testimony to its continuing relevance for substantial numbers of Scottish Protestants. In that sense, it is an important component in many people's political and social identities, regardless of its comparatively weak political impact on a national level. Orangeism is an identity combining a strong emphasis on monarchy and a Protestant perspective on history. This identity is infused with an overriding affin-ity with Northern Ireland loyalists and, almost invariably, a political orientation that is defined against Roman Catholics. An Orangeman's political outlook in Scotland is defined by these perceptions on the one hand and the realities of British politics on the other.
In the west-central belt, Orangeism provides a cultural and political identity for many people. It is not a political identity that has major significance in national and local elections. Although the Orange Institution in Scotland has a strong political dimension at its core, it is a dimension that it is not strictly defined by uniformity at the ballot box. It is an identity that apart from the most politically aware of Orangemen, is largely confined to the politics of street demonstrations and cultural and political symbolism. Nonetheless, this remains important to self and group identity. Indeed, Elliott and Hickie refer to the importance of symbols in the Northern Irish conflict, stressing that "the demand is for the other side to give up its symbols or ideology."³⁶ Although Scottish Orangeism retains considerable Conservative ties, it is not an identity readily transferable to significant electoral support. To many Orange supporters outside the formal structures of the institution, politics can frequently be translated into attitudinal and symbolic displays, rather than obvious electoral expression. Flags, banners, uniforms, football regalia, songs, and street demonstrations have the potential to serve as cultural and political expressions, thus demonstrating that Orange political gestures cannot be defined or confined by notions of electoral politics. Although there is a degree of social mixing among many Orangemen and Catholics in the workplace and other public settings, the atmosphere of suspicion, favor, disfavor, discrimination, and sectarianism the institution engenders has all the elements of an attitudinal political division.
With such significant numbers, Orangeism provides the Scottish Conservatives with a degree of working class support that they might otherwise not attract. A Protestant identity is one of the main characteristics of the Scottish Conservative vote.³⁷ Nonetheless, the nature and concerns of the British political system and how it is shaped by the mass media work against the overriding occupations of Orange identity. They help to impart a negative and anachronistic image of many Orange enterprises and interests.
As Elaine McFarland has shown, members of the Orange Lodge regard themselves as being "conditional voters" rather than being tied to any one party. It is the case that the Order is more adept at this kind of voting than of organizing its members to vote en masse. Indeed, former Grand Secretary Bryce came close to this view when he described himself to the writer as an "issue voter."³⁸ Clearly though, especially with its more "liberal" views on the Northern Ireland problem and its proportionately large Catholic membership and voting base in WestCentral Scotland, the Labour Party would be difficult for Bryce and other Orange members to support, regardless of their class background.
Scottish Orangeism is assured of its place in the west-central belt's social and cultural life because of the many social clubs the Institution supports. The pub or club provides a major social outlet for many people. For many working-class Protestants the Orange hall dominates much of their social lives. The Orange social network provides a setting for the transmission of both ideology and identity. Indeed, the existence of this social setting makes Protestantism "effortless" and ironically almost secular for many, replacing as it does church membership and attendance. Paradoxically, despite its religious roots and identity, popular Orangeism in Scotland also acts as a prime manifestation of a secular Protestant identity.
Orangeism in Scotland consists of a particular kind of patriotism. Often nationalism is based on various levels of opposition for a foreigner: Catholics in Scotland (in the main, of course, originating from Ireland) fulfil this role for Scottish Orangemen. For Orangemen, religious perspectives intertwine and coexist with political and social ones at many junctures. Religion is key to understanding Scottish Orangeism, but not in its simplest sense.³⁹ Although many members are church attending (mainly Church of Scotland), most Orange supporters are unchurched. In this sense, Scottish Orangeism remains an institution of popular Protestant politics. Indeed, much of the association's religious identity seems more focused on anti-Catholic beliefs than pro-Protestant ones.⁴⁰ This can be seen by reviewing the Orange Torch, the official monthly organ of Orangeism in Scotland. Only a little more than onequarter of this journal's contents could be described as religious, and the vast majority of material highlighted the perceived degeneracy of Catholicism. Orange social news and outright political testimonials and articles, whether historical or contemporary (Orangeism's potent interpretation of history is of vital importance), form the rest of the monthly journal's content. For Scottish Orangemen, as for their Northern Irish brethren, religion, society, and politics cannot be separated, and an unhealthy synthesis of Catholicism and Irish nationalism remains a seemingly immutable threat.
Through their demonstrations, emphasis on British symbols, their conservative views on Scotland's constitutional status, their extraordinary support for the perceived party of the union, and through the critical medium of support for Glasgow Rangers Football Club, Orangemen view themselves as the most powerful and faithful bastion of British Protestant identity in Scotland. However, they are not British at the expense of being Scottish. The evidence shows that it is simply a question of emphasis and that Scottish identity sits comfortably with British identity for Orangemen, as it did for many Scots during much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Orangeism is thus a prime example of the complexity of British identity, a regional identity that allows for the expression of both Scottish and British manifestations.
